NM FLL Los Alamos Qualifier – December 16, 2017
Champion's Award
The Champion’s Award recipient is the total package – the embodiment of the FIRST LEGO League vision. The
Champion’s Award encompasses – Robot Design, Robot Performance, Project, and Core Values.
This award recognizes a team that demonstrates the entirety of the FLL experience, by fully embracing our Core Values
while achieving excellence and innovation in both the Robot Game and Project. The FLL experience is more than building
robots or attending competitions. It begins with the robot, but most importantly, it is defined by how the children unite
to form a team. The program impacts each of them as individuals and as team members.
Award

Champion's Award

Team #

26065

Team Name

Pandamonium

Citation
This well-organized team took the time to reach out to each other,
to their neighbors and friends, and to their community. Their
multiplexing robot, while solid and visually confusing, showed
well-organized and systematic strategy for mission success. There
was always method to their madness.

Advancing Teams (in team # order)
Team #
146
26065
33445

Team Name
Quadrumaniacs
Pandamonium
LlamaBots

Core Values Awards
The FLL Core Values are the cornerstones of the FLL program. They are among the fundamental elements that
distinguish FLL from other programs of its kind. FIRST LEGO League presents this award to the team that best
demonstrates extraordinary enthusiasm and spirit, inspiration, exceptional partnership, and the utmost respect to its
own teammates and in its support and encouragement of fellow teams.
Award
Core Values

Team #
26354

Team Name
Sabretooth Cyborgs

Citation
This team hunted high and low in pursuit of the Core Values
prize. With a fantastic presentation and impressive
outreach, they are a team on the move. These cats kept
their cool throughout the competition.

Robot Awards
As Robot Design Judges, we look for teams whose design work stands out for innovation, mechanical design,
programming, understanding the design process, and . . . overall quality.
Award
Robot Design

Team #

Team Name

9782

Gear Squad

Citation
This well-coordinated team was efficient in the launching of its
missions. Their robot could always find its way back on track. All
their gears were meshed.

The Robot Performance award recognizes a team whose robot scores the most points during the Robot Game. Teams
had the chance to compete in three 2.5-minute matches and their highest score counts.
Award
Robot Performance

Team #
9782

Team Name
Gear Squad

Score
140

Project Awards
The purpose of the Project is to show that individuals can make a difference by researching a problem, then contributing
ideas and solutions to real-world issues. Conclusions and solutions are the result of working hard to understand the
magnitude of a problem through research and hands-on learning experiences.
Award

Team #

Project

146

Team Name

Citation
Their enthusiastic presentation left our imaginations singing. They
used their gray matter to deal with everyone’s gray water. No
hippos were harmed in this innovative gravity solution.

Quadrumaniacs

Global Innovation Candidate
The Global Innovation Award, presented by XPRISE®, encourages teams to expand their innovative solutions to realworld problems. It builds upon the work teams have done for the FLL Project.
Award
Los Alamos
Qualifier
Candidate

Team #
146

Team Name
Quadrumaniacs

Project Idea
Harnessing gravitational energy from gray and black water.
They identified a novel filtration system to realize an impactful
energy harvesting method.

Judges’ Award
During the course of competition, the Judges may encounter teams whose unique efforts, performance or dynamics
merit recognition. Some teams have a story that sets them apart in a noteworthy way. Sometimes a team is so close to
winning an award that the Judges choose to give special recognition to the team. Judges Awards allow Judges the
freedom to recognize remarkable teams that stand out for reasons other than the Core Awards categories.
Award
Grace under Fire

Team #
33445

Team Name
LlamaBots

Citation
When things got wild and wooly, they remained upbeat and
cheerful! They had a-pack-of high fives and smiles for everyone at
the competition. Their robot was awesome, EVE-n when it danced
in circles.

